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Divine Solutions for bring-down the side effects due to Brain Hemorrhage
Objective:- I am publishing this article after my research on Astrology & thorough study on
Planets. I would like to see smile from Brain Hemorrhage patients.

Overview:-I personally visited temples and studied Brain Hemorrhage patient’s horoscopes
and come to the conclusion that Mercury, Uranus, Chandra [Moon],Mars and Shanidev
[Saturn] are playing significant role in Brain Hemorrhage. Let us go step by step how all the
5 planets plays significant role in brain Hemorrhage.
1. Mercury governs mental functions and will equally influence both hemispheres of the
human brain. Mercury also rules automatic body functions (breathing, blinking etc)
and works with the moon in digestive functions too.
2. Uranus also governs the nervous system along with mercury. It governs both on an
individual scale and on a societal scale. Uranus also plays a role in the respiratory
function. Bronchial tubes, lungs, asthma are all affected by the influence of Uranus
3. Moon governs the fluid of the body. It includes water retention, blood flow, digestive
motion and cellular moisture all respond to moon energy.
4. Mars is the red planet. It influence on our red blood cells and natural oxidation in the
body.
5. Saturn governs our bones. It plays a part in bone density, distribution of calcium and
other fortifying vitamins.

What is brain Hemorrhage and how it link with above Planet’s?
A brain hemorrhage happens when an artery in the brain bursts. This discharge of blood can
disrupt the normal circulation to the brain, so it can lead to a stroke, which occurs when
part of the brain is deprived of oxygen. Strokes can cause temporary or permanent brain
damage.
Bleeding within the brain can also raise the pressure inside the skull to dangerous levels.
This high pressure in turn can cause the hemorrhage to bleed faster, leading to a vicious
cycle of damage within the brain.
Brain is the key part in our body. It will function if all the above mentioned parts are
functioning properly. All the above mentioned parts directly govern by the above planets.
People who have got brain hemorrhage are due to previous karma.

How to identify brain Hemorrhage through Astrology?

i) In the horoscope, if there is Kaal Sarpa Dosha. Pls. approach recognized (or) genuine
astrologer for consultation.
ii) If all or some of the planets like Saturn/Moon/Mercury/Mars/Uranus are malefic.
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Remedies for nullifying the brain Hemorrhage’s effect:i)

ii)

iii)

You can perform prayers on Nashik, Haridwar, and Kalahasthi for Kaal Sarph
Dosha with your known pundits. Pls. don’t fall prey that there are pundits who
are doing on your behalf due to your un-availability.
In South, Gunaseelam located closely to Trichy,Tamil Nadu, is believed as Main
temple for Lord Vishnu. It is believed that you can perform the prayers to
Gunaseelam God if you are unable to visit to Tirumala. Lot of people who are
already affected by brain tumor/hemorrhage has been visiting this temple and
getting cured with the blessing of Lord Narayanana.
If you are unable to visit any of the above temples, you or your loved one can
light a lamp on Pradhosham and chant the below mantras.
Pradhosham is a significant day to worship Lord Siva and his consort Goddess
Parvathi. It falls on the the 13th day(Trayodasi)of lunar(moon)cycle and hence
falls two times in a month, once in the waxing period and once in the waning
period.
Pradhosham timings are 1.5 hours before sunset and 1 hour after sunset. Ideal
time is between 4:30PM to 6:00PM.

Ganapathi Mantra:-Shuklaam Bharadaram Vishnum Shashi Varnam
Chaturpujam Prasanna Vadanam Dhyayeth Sarva Vighnopa-shantaye. (7 times)

Maha Mritunjaya Mantra(Lord Shiva):- Om Tryambakam Yajamahe
Sugandhim Pustivardhanam
Urva rukamiva Bandhanan
Mrtyor muksheeya Ma amritat. (108 times)

Dhanwantari(Lord Vishnu as Ayurvedic Doctor) Mantra:- OM Namah
Bhagavate Dhanwantaraye, amrita kalasha hastaya, Sarvaamaya Vinashaaya,
Trailokyanathaaya. Shree Maha Vishnave Swaha.(10 times)

All the above mantras are inexpensive and you can chant anytime
according to your convenience and no pains as compare to surgery and
other treatment. Pls. continue with medicines and diet as suggested by
your doctor along with prayer. God is Great!!
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For other religions readers, Pls. don’t think that above solution are not meant
for you. Alternatively, you can light 4 or 7 candles on the particular day and
timings mentioned above and pray to Mother Mary/Jesus or perform Namaz.
Pls. pray to god whole-heartedly you will see miracle. Let us all unite
together and pray to the almighty.

For Brain Tumor patients:- Pls. refer my another article Divine solutions for reducing the
side effects due to Cancer Disease as brain tumor is like growing abnormal cells within the
brain.

Conclusion:I humbly dedicated this article to all Brain Hemorrhage patients and pray to the almighty for
their wellness. My dear beloved readers, Pls. don’t stop here. pls. take a copy of this article
and circulate to all Brain Tumor/Hemorrhage hospitals and patients. My dear Editors, pls.
publish this article in other locations as well as I would like to see smile from Brain
Hemorrhage faces.
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